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ABSTRl1.CT 

Selection of an earth station site 
whether for transmission or receotion 
of TV progranming is rarely, if ever a 
simple process. Selection criteria 
such as ownership of a tract of land or 
colocation with existing headend or 
office facilities usually renders one 
site a very stronq first choice. Con
ditions such as a downtown location, 
which render a site desirable for an 
office or those such as a hilltop, which 
are attractive for a. hec.dend generally, 
unfortunately, re?resent the worst lo
cations for earth station facilities 
due to interference. 

A short couple of years ago, inter
ference effects would have negated most 
of the type location we are discussing. 
That situation is changing. As earth 
stations for CATV oroliferate, the ex
perience each desi.gner encounters in 
solvin0 his oarticular interference oro
bler:t adds to .. the collective oool of -
knowledge for the benefit of-the next. 

LOCATIOU 

In selecting a site location for 
the narner Amex Satellite Entertainment 
Company Network Operations Center, numer
ous signal nroblems needed to be solved. 
All were. Some conventionally, others 
not so conventionally, using and devel
oping methods heretofore untried. Sever
al techniques are applicable to any site 
location and are treated in technical de
tail. 

Selection criteria r:tay be catego
rized as those we ir:tpose upon ourselves, 
such as ownershio of a tract or colo
cation with existing facilities (offices, 
studios, etc.), and those largely outside 
of our control, which are imposed upon us 
by others, such as environmental impact 
or compatability with other frequency us
ers in the very crowded 4 and 6GHz bands. 
Keep in mind, regarding the latter, as a 
station builder you are the newcornmer and 
often not a very welcomed newcornmer at 
that. Thus, you must conform to whatever 
conditions exist, in the spirit of cornmu-
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nity imposing minimal negative impact up
on the established order. This is a whol
ly fair and equitable set of circumstances 
developed for the common good, despite 
what in a projects early stages seems 
weighted against your progress. Quite the 
contrary is true. The rules encourage the 
ryroliferation of new services, however, 
protection of existing channels (which you 
will become upon licensing) is a higher 
order of priority. Allocation or denial 
of frequencies will be predicted upon that. 
The commissions rules clearly state, when 
applying for transmission frequencies, 
your allocation must bear minimal inter
fering potential not only to any and all 
licensed existing carriers, which is fair
ly common knowledge, but to those not yet 
licensed whose application bears an earlier 
filing date than your own as well. 

In other words, if a carrier deter
mines that your transmissions will cause 
him interference, he is free to block your 
aoplication. It's then incumbent upon 
yourself to either withdraw your applica
tion, (and find another site), or prove to 
the objecting carrier (with the F.C.C. as 
arbiter) that he can (or must) live with 
your signal. Too often an applicant will 
choose the former and abandon a site based 
upon an objection without further argument. 
This is unfortunate since in virtually all 
instances, r:tany objections can be cleared 
through site engineering during the prior 
coordination stage of an application. 
Keep in mind, since your route is only 
proposed and not yet existing, the carri
ers objections are not measured, witness
ed phenomena but only postulations. And 
at that, are calculated against a set of 
worst case parameters. 

Optimizing your own calculations, and 
r:todifyin~ the physical properties of your 
site can yield surprising results. How 
extensive this activity will be depends, 
of course, upon the desirability of the 
site. In the course of coordinating a 
Smithtown, Long Island location for Ttlarner 
Ar.lex Network Operations Center no fewer 
than 66 objections were posed, and ulti
mately cleared. ~'ihat' s r:tore, this level 



of determination he.s becor.1e common practice. 
One year ago not a sin~le transmitting 
video earth station c~istcd within 35 miles 
of New York City. By late '82 there will 
be no fewer than ten oryerational or under 
construction. It's a ·safe assumption that 
all faced large numbers o:f objections, and 
obviously resolved them. These resolutions 
may take many not rea<.~ily apparent forms, 
for example assume yo~'ve filed for trans
mitter facilities and encountered objec
tions something not so commonly known is 
having satisfied the commissions criteria, 
no e x isting or future carrier may object 
to your application, and if it is shown that 
you indeed will impose objectionable inter
ference to existing facilities, you may 
learn that the responsibility for elimi
nating the interference, surprisingly, 
rests not with you, but with the carrier 
who is being interf ered with! 

Consider that no efficiently engi
neered system utilizes BOre sophisticated 
(i.e., expensive) antennas than necessary. 
In the case of the cori\r:lOn carriers, when 
most routes were built , sate1lite communi
cation was not sufficiently developed to 
constitute a significant interference 
source. Consequentl~, and prudently, 
antenna systems installed by common carri
ers prior to 1978 wer·~ often of a type pro
viding high gain and low wind loading, but 
noor off axis discrimination. The famil
iar periscope antenna i s one example of 
such a system. 

The commission in what must be con
sidered extraordinary foresight, provided 
in the rules that such antenna systems 
would be permitted until such time as they 
inhibited future communications systems 
growth. (By being interfered with by those 
future systems), at which time the effected 
carrier must upgrade the system, or accept 
the potential interference and not impede 
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the interference application! But, don't 
expect the affected carrier to volunteer 
this sort of information. You must go to 
the rules, and in such matters a good 
communications attorney in concert with 
a frequency coordination firm is a valu
able resource. But beyond these legal and 
negotiable actions, the most effective and 
self determined measures one can take are 
the scientific. 

It's axiomatic in designing satellite 
earth station facilities that, if it works 
in terrestrial systems, do the opposite in 
a satellite system. (i.e. put a tower on 
a hill; put an earth station in a hole.) 
The extent of this simple philosophy is 
very surprising. All of those physical 
obstacles which were so troublesome when 
path profiling microwave links and those 
properties of electromagnetic waves which 
conspired to make point to point reliabil
ity seem unachievable, will almost without 
exception work to the advantage of the 
satellite system planner. 

SOHE BASIC EXAMPLES 

Shielding both natural and man-made 
has been shown to be a highly effective 
method of eliminating interference. Micro
waves do not subs tantially penetrate min
eral substances and are virtually devoid 
of ground wave components. Thus, fences, 
walls, buildings or earthen mounds can 
serve as highly effective shields when lo
cated between interference source and re
ceiver. nhen a carrier objects to your 
application, the objection is generally a 
computer spit out based upon a flat earth 
model. Careful e x amination of USGS con
tour maps and gre at circle calculations 
will go far in reducing interference im
pact. After a tentative site has been se
lected and inter f erence sources identified, 
a path profile may be undertaken. The 
objective being to determine the extent 
of terrain shielding existing between your 
site and the interference source(s). In 
the case of transmitting earth station in
terference is both received and generated. 
Given antenna reciprocity theory, however, 
both may be handled similarly. A path pro
file is best plotted on rectilinear graph 
paoer with obstacle information taken from 
USGS topographical charts of 1:7500 scale. 
Draw straight lines on the topos between 
your site and the interference sites, iden
tify obstacle elevations between them and 
transfer this data to the graph paper in 
the 'y' axis. 
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l·1ark the mid9oint between the two 
objects. This is maximum earth bulge ano 
should be considered an obstacle. Trans
!)Osing all major vertical elevations from 
the contour map to the 'y' axis graph 
sheets will yield a vivid representation 
of your line of site situation. Earth 
curvature (bulge) should be added to each 
obstacle height as it effectively raises 
those obstacles higher into the oath. 
Earth bulge (h) may be calculated as 
follows: 

where: 

h 

(1) 

distance from near end of inter
ference path to obstacle. 

distance from far end of inter
ference link to obstacle. 

Determination of actual relative 
obstacle heights is probably the single 
most important factor under the control 
of the designer as it will affect a para
meter known as "takeoff angle" between 
the interference site and the candidate 
site. Every degree of takeoff angle we 
build into our model will contribute about 
12dB of attenuation between interference 
source and sink, and can be controlled 
to considerable degree by site engineer
ing. 

Fig. 3 

DIFFRACTION & REFRACTION 

Radio waves travelling through the 
at~osphere do not follow true straight 
lines, even at microwave frequencies, they 
are actually refracted, or bent. fviore im
portantly, they may also be diffracted. 
In designing the ~Tarner Amex Smithtown site 
the phenomenon of ray diffraction was ap
plied extensively. To make the equation 
for earth bulge (Eq-1) more effective, it 
may be modified to include the effects of 
departure from straight line propagation, 
which is assumed in (Eq-1) . 

Refraction 

Refraction may cause a transmitted 
wave to be "bent" toward or away from 
the earth. If it is bent away from the 
earth, it is effectively the same as if 
earth bulge were increased. The effects 
of refraction may be determined mathemat
ically through the inclusion of a K factor 
to (Eq-1) as follows: 

where: 

d(ft) = 0.667 dld2 

K 

d 1d 2 are expressed in miles 

K = effective earth radius 
true earth radius 

(2) 

The standard K factor is 4/3 and as 
such, will yield neqative results in most 
cases. This should not, however, be ac
cented carte blanche when oDtimizinc a 
candidate site. Refer to the sea l~vel 
refractivity chart below. 

Sea level refractivity (N,) index for the continental United States
maximum for worst month (August). 

Fig. 4 
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Find the refractivity innex for the 
c:,rea of interest. Apply this to the 
chart of Figure (5) to determine K factor, 
and subsequent effect u~on midpath earth 
bulge. As can be seen, for K factors 
cf less than 1, a signi~icant improvement 
in terrain blockage can be achieved. 

2.0-

Ref ractivity 

Fig. 5 
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··iffraction 

The other factor which must be added 
·~o obstacle height when optimizing shield
ing pertains to the effects of diffraction. 
~ wave front exhibits expanding properties 
~s it travels throush space. These result 
in phase transitions and reflections as 
~he -expanding wavefront passes over obsta
cles. 

As with refraction these properties, 
known as fresnel effect, result in in
creases or decreases in signal strength, 
relative to free space p ropagation. The 
graph of figure (6) a pproximates the dif
fraction effect to a 9ropigating wave when 
fresnel clearance is disrupted by an ob
stacle. In this case, an ideal knife edge. 
First fresnel zone clearance may be esti
r.ated by the formula: 

where 

13.580tJ;d, 
R = --D'--

>. = wavelength of signal (ft) 
(3) 

d 1 = distance from transmitter to path obstacle (statute nti) 

d2 =distance from path obstacle to receiver (statute mi) 
D = d 1 + d2 (total path length in statute mi) 
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If fresnel zone clearance is not pre
sent between your antenna centerline and 
that of the interference facility some 
diffraction loss exists, and may be con
sidered in your optimal model. Surprising
ly effective results may be obtained by 
deliberate injection of diffracting appa
atus into the interference path. These may 
take the very substantial form of an earthe n 
mound or be as simple as metal fencing, 
properly placed. In the case of a new 
building facility, such as >·larner Amex at 
Srni thtm;rn, interactive location of antennas 

.... ~ - & ~ - ~ ... .~ I 



and building contrit~~cd a diffraction. 
l~en coupled with terrain modification 
o.nd diffraction fencinc all of which are 
ninimally visible fi~u~e (7) resulted in 
(iffraction losses i~ ~~cess of -60dB to 
interfering signals. 

Contrary to advice that the site 
was not clearable an:}. 1.:sing the above 
nentioned techniq1.:c~ i "I.: uas deterr:lined 
that a strong 9ossitilit~ of natural and 
artificial interference attenuation could 
be brought to bear ~t this site. Once 
this evidence was gathered three days 
were S,S)ent by both myself and the build
ing architect at Con~ucons computer in 
9allas. Various combinations of build
inc:; size, location. 2.nr1 elevation were 
tried and fed to the conputer along with 
antenna locations an~ elevations in an 
effort to achieve o~tir.lli~ diffraction 
losses. After what. seemed inurnerable 
l)Ostulations and tl:-e an> 1 ication of an 
unorthodox double ~iff~2ction fence aton 
the building, (not vi~ihle) the right -
combination was founr,. e.n'l. ultimately 
cleared the site to t~c satisfaction of 
all carriers and t!:'.e coc:t.'":!ission. 
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COUCLUSION 

T-le 've discussed one aspect of a very 
large project, the successful completion 
of which was an industry first. 

Two factors were above all responsible 
for that success. The skill and resources 
of the Compucon Corporation, whose willing
ness to ap?lY unorthodox techniques in a 
sustained effort, finally worked. And, 
the coml)lete design freedom enjoyed under 
a very courageous and farsighted manage
r.lent at ~·iarner Jl.mex Satellite Entertain
ment Comnany. 
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